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Norsk Geologisk

The Jotunheimen Massif tectonically overlies a thrust-sheeted succession of metamorphosed sedimentary
and volcanic rocks along its north-western margin. Five phases of Caledonian deformation are recogniz
able in this succession and in the marginal Jotun rocks which, in addition, preserve evidence of a
complicated Precambrian tectono-metamorphic history. Cleavage development and minor folding charac
terized each Caledonian deformation, whilst major folds were formed only during the third and fourth
episodes. Thrusting occurred on at !east three occasions but the major period of thrusting, responsible for
the emplacement of the massif, was associated with the Dl and D2 deformations when tectonic
movements were directed towards the southeast. Compelling evidence in support of this view includes the
Dl and D2 facing directions, the regional sense of vergence implied by the angle between the Sl and S2
cleavages, the Dl thrust geometries and the layer drag associated with some of these thrusts.
D. Twist, University of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, U. K. Present address: Bushveld Research Institute,
University of Pretoria, Hillcrest, Pretoria 0002, South Africa.

Despite almost a century of debate, the origin of
the crystalline rocks which constitute the Jotun
heimen Massif of southern Norway is still a point
of contention. Recent conflicting interpretations
(Roberts 1977, Banham et al. 1979) have high
lighted the problems which exist. Sheared, gran
ulated contacts around the base of the massif
(Bjørlykke 1905) clearly indicate that the body
was tectonically emplaced, but it is the direction
of these movements which Iies at the heart of the
dispute. Goldschmidt (1916) believed that the
Jotun crystallines were emplaced during north
westward and southeastwardly directed thrusting
out of the faltungsgraben, which is the huge base
ment depression beneath the present outcrop of
these rocks. On the other hand, Holtedahl
(1936) proposed that the massif was emplaced
during overall southeastwardly-directed over
thrusting, a model which implies a distant root
zone in the northwest because no potential root
zone rocks occur within the Basal Gneiss Com
plex of western Norway.
Holtedahl's (op. cit.) distant root hypothesis
remained unchallenged until quite recently,
when a gravity survey was taken to indicate an
excess mass of heavy rocks in the faltungsgraben
beneath the massif (Smithson & Ramberg 1970,
Smithson et al. 1974), which might plausibly rep
resent the root-zone. Moreover, petrological evi
dence has been cited by Battey & McRitchie
(1973) to support the local root hypothesis.
Il
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These authors recognized the composite nature
of the massif, comprising an extensive central
tract of pyroxene-granulite facies gneisses with a
thinner envelope of amphibolite facies gabbros,
on its northern and southern margins, which of
ten preserve relict igneous textures. On the basis
of these observations, Battey and McRitchie pro
posed that the pyroxene-granulites originated
within the faltungsgraben, from whence they
were tectonically elevated and thrust outwards
over the peripheral igneous group, part of which
may still have been molten during these Cale
donian movements.
In recent years detailed structural arguments
have been advanced to support both schools of
thought. As a result of his studies along the
northwestern margin of the Jotunheimen Massif,
Roberts (1977) argued that the body is a far
travelled nappe emplaced during southeastward
movements, regarded by him as a Dl Caledonian
event. On the other hand, Banham et al. (1979),
investigating essentially the same area, argued
that tectonic emplacement occurred during
northwestward-directed movements, as indicated
by the D4 thrust geometries and also by a group
of early-developed northwest-facing folds,
which, according to them, pre-date the Dl of
Roberts. Unpublished structural investigations in
separate districts of the north-western margin of
the Jotunheimen Massif have also yielded con
flicting interpretations. Cowan (1966) proposed
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Table l. Suggested correlations between the structural episodes recognized by workers in north west Jotunheimen.
Cowan

(1966)

McAuslan

(1967)

Roberts ( 1977)

Gtbbs (1978)
Banham et al.(l979)

Twist (this study)

Dl minor falding &
aevelopment of a
transposed tectono
metamorphic banding
and a s tretchi ng

_______________________________________________________________ !1���!12�------------------------------Dl

main foliation

Dl

main thrusting

T51) formed parallel 01 the Jotun Nappe.
to the axial planes
of minor folds of
the same age.
Conglomerates
stretched along
Ll.

Main penetrative
foliation (Sl) and
phyllonite schistosity formed.Stretching (Ll) and formation of minor folds
with axial planes
parallel to Sl.

Dl

main thrusting

D2

continuing deve- Dl

01 the Jotun Nappe. TOpment of the Dl
Minor folding with
axial planes in Sl.
Formation of
stretching
lineation.

structures. This
deformation contributes particularly
to the development
of the stretching
lineation.

main thrusting

01 the Jotun Nappe

with development of
the main penetrative foliation(S1),
well-developed in
the phyllonites. L1
stretching lineation & minor folds
with axial planes in

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------�!_Q�Y�!Qe�Q�-----Dz minor folds with
an axial planar
crenulation cleavage
(52) formed subparallel to Sl.
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-
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D2

main thrusting
01 the Jotun Nappe.
Development of major
& minor folds overturned towards the
NW. Folds have NE-SW
trending axial
planes marked by a
stee�ly SE dipping

D2 essentially a
continuation of Dl.
Minor fold axial
planes are generally parallel to &
reinforce 51 but
sometimes they are
marked by a strainslip cleavage (S2).

D2 essentially a
continuation of Dl.
Minor folds are
formed with axial
planes generally coplanar with Sl.
Sometimes folds contain a fine axial
planar crenulation

- ------ ---- ---- --- ----- -- --------- - ------- ----- � !�� Y�9 � �
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-

-
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major & minor folds
with steeply-dipping
axial planes (subvertical).

-

-

--

-

--

D3 formation of
major & minor folds
with an axial planar
strain-slip cleavage
dipping steeply to
the SE.

-

-

D3

major thrusting
01 the Jotun Nappe
during a brittle,
cataclastic event.
Development of folds
with axial planes
dipping steeply
southwards.

- --

--- ---

-

03 minor brittle
tnrusting directed
towards the NW.
Formation of major &
minor folds with a
strong axial planar
crenulation cleavage
that dips steeply
southeastwards.

�!��i�:�lie5_l���aJl��-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

D3 aevelopment of
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folds �:ith a weak,
sub-horizontal,
axial �1anar cre�u-

----------??

Possibly corresponds to

DS of McAuslan and Twist (see below).
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D4 minor folds
\sometimes with conjugate axial planes)
with sub-vertical
axial planes. Larger
folds up to 35m
across.

-

-

-

-

-

-
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-

-

D4 upright chevrontype folds. Some box
folds. Occasional
weakly-developed,subvertical crenulation
cleavage along axial
planes. Major, rather

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2e��-���e��---------Ds conjugate
structures & minor
folds with a strong
(sometimes subhorizontal) crenulatien cleavage along

D5 minor chevron
tolds with a very
pronounced, subhorizontal, crenulation cleavage paralell to the axial

---------------------!��-��1�!-���f����!--------------------------------------------���f�����-----------
D4 minor flexural/
conjuaate folds with
steep axial olanes.

---------- ??

Possibly corresponds to D4 of McAuslan and Twist (see above).
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---------- ??
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l. Locality map iUustrating the simplified geology of the northwestern boundary of the Jotunheimen Massif. Position of
Highway ESS is indicated. Detailed geological maps of the areas enclosed by the heavy boxed outlines are furnished in Figures 2
and 3.
Fig.

that tectonic emplacement occurred during his
B2 deformation, when major folds overtumed
towards the northwest were formed, but McAus
lan (1967) favoured emplacement during his Dl
event, associated with south-eastward-directed
overthrusting. Some tentative correlations be
tween the structural histories deciphered by pre
vious workers are suggested in Table l.
In view of the conflicting interpretations out
lined above, this paper is presented as an attempt
to elucidate the structural geology of northwest
Jotunheimen through an unambiguous descrip
tion of the polyphase Caledonian deformation,
with particular reference to its bearing on the
emplacement of the Jotunheimen Massif. This
interpretation is based on 1:10,000 geological
mapping of a portion of the northwestern margin
of the massif, stretching some 40 km from Såle!!

in the northeast to Krossbu in the southwest
(Fig. 1). Selected portions of the resulting map
are presented in Figures 2 and 3, and the geology
is briefly reviewed below.

Geology
On the northem border of Jotunheimen (Fig. l,
inset) the Basal Gneiss Complex to the north
west is overlain southeastwards by a predomi
nantly meta-sedimentary succession of presumed
Eocambrian and Cambro-Silurian ages (Holte
dahl & Dons 1960), comprising pelites, psam
mites, limestones, conglomerates, arkoses and
local amphibolites (Strand 1964, Banham & El
liot 1965, Elliot & Cowan 1966). Although Han
ham et al. (1979) regard this metasedimentary
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indicated in Figure l is depicted here as the thrust-sheet of metagabbro.
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succession as essentially parautochthonous, sev
eral workers favour the view that it is separated
from the Basal Gneiss Complex by a major tec
tonic break (Holmsen 1965, Cowan 1966,
McAuslan 1967). Further southeastwards, the
metasediments are tectonically overlain by the
crystalline rocks of pyroxene-granulite facies
constituting the Jotunheimen Massif, which ex
tends more than 30 km southeastwards to the
Eidsburgarden district.
Recent mapping (Twist 1979) has shown that
interposed between the metasedimentary succes
sion and the pyroxene-granulites is a pile of at
!east eight thrust sheets (see Fig. 3). These fall
into three groups of different dominant litholo
gies.
l. Two sheets of metagabbro, locally intruded
by granites, syenites and dykes of dolerite. These
two sheets are seen in the areas immediately
north and south of Raubergstulen (Fig. 3). The
metagabbros and the associated intrusives belong
to the peripheral igneous group of Jotun rocks
that Battey & McRitchie (1973) described.
2. At !east three sheets containing variable
successions of metamorphosed quartzites, ar
koses, pelites, semi-pelites, augen schists and
metabasites. In general, the sedimentary compo
nent of these units becomes more coarse-grained
and immature towards the northeast, whilst the
metabasite component becomes increasingly
scarce in the same direction. The metabasites
have been interpreted as altered basalts and ba
saltic tuffs (Twist 1979, in prep.).
3. Three sheets built of feldspathic quartzite.
This is a very uniform, light grey rock. The up
permost sheet was recognized by Strand (1964),
who correlated this unit with the Valdres Sparag
mite. These feldspathic quartzites exhibit no ob
vious lateral facies variations along strike.
This thrust-sheeted zone has been mapped
from Krossbu in the southwest to Sålell in the
northeast (Fig. 1). The tectono-stratigraphic or
der within this zone varies along the strike length
of the map area due to the pinching and swelling
of the individual thrust-sheets (compare Figs. 2
and 3), but the most complete structural se
quence occurs in the vicinity of Raubergstulen
(Fig. 3); this represents the only area where ev
ery major tectonic unit is developed within a
single vertical section.
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Structural history
Precambrian deformation
Radiometric dates indicate a prolonged and com
plicated Precambrian history in the Jotun crystal
line rocks. On the basis of U/Pb dates from
zircons and sphenes in the Tyin region, Scharer
(1978) concluded that syenitic magmas were in
troduced 1713-1675 m.y. ago and large gabbroic
bodies were intruded 1276--1230 m.y. ago. Battey
& McRitchie (1973) obtained a KlAr age deter
mination of 1280 m.y. for a pegmatite which
intrudes the Jotun pyroxene-granulites, but other
KlAr dates presented by them give Caledonian
ages, indicating that temperatures in these rocks
were elevated above the Ar blocking tempera
ture during the Caledonian Orogeny. Neverthe
less, apart from local regression along tectonic
planes, particularly at the base of the massif, the
pyroxene-granulites have been surprisingly little
affected by Caledonian events.
In the supracrustal succession lying tectonical
ly below the Jotunheimen Massif, epidote-am
phibolite facies mineral assemblages represent
the highest metamorphic grade achieved during
Caledonian deformation. Therefore, in view of
the radiometric dates and the occurrence of py
roxene-granulite and amphibolite facies assem
blages in the Jotun rocks, the metamorphism of
these is considered to be Precambrian. Refolded
folds (Fig. 4a) observed in Jotun rocks on Loftet
(Fig. 2) show no evidence of retrogression from
pyroxene-granulite conditions associated with ei
ther fold phase; accordingly, both fold phases are
ascribed a Precambrian age. Similarly, the re
gional foliation in the pyroxene-granulites, as
defined by mineralogical layering and the ar
rangement of lenticular aggregates of pyroxene
and feldspar within this layering, is interpreted as
a Precambrian structure. This ancient trend is
emphasized in Battey & McRitchie's (1973, figs.
9 and 10) stereographic plots and was also recog
nized by Hoda! (1945) and Landmark (1949),
who related it to a transverse 'cross-folding' di
rection. However, on a regional scale this pyrox
ene-granulite foliation, which generally strikes
NW-SE, is truncated by the early Caledonian
NE-SW trending thrust at the northwestern base
of the Jotunheimen Massif (see Fig. 2).
During the Precambrian deformation outlined
above, mineral lineations, defined by pyroxene
alignment within the foliation, were developed
and the layering was subject to widespread cata
clasis and deformation. These features are dis-
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Fig. 4. (a) Refolded folds in layered pyroxene-feldspar gneiss on Loftet at MP 522297 (see Fig. 2). Both folding episodes are
interpreted as Precambrian events.
(b) Tight Fl isoclinal fold in quartzite, NE of Storlie at MP 614399. Note the S3 crenulation cleavage cutting across the Fl axial
plane.
(c) F2 folds in quartzites and semi-pelites south of Elveseter (MP 625413). Note the fine, sub-horizontal crenulation cleavage (S2)
parallel to the axial planes of the folds.
(d) Quartz veins mark the S3 cleavage along axial planes of minor F3 folds in feldspathic quartzite by Highway E55, east of
Jotunheimen Fjellstue. Pencil (Iower middle) gives scale.

cussed in detail by McRitchie ( 1965) and Emmett
(1980b), and a comprehensive description is not
included here.

were produced during the third and fourth defor
mations and it is mainly these which control the
present dip and strike of the beds.

Caledonian deformation
On the basis of interference relationships be
tween structures, five Caledonian deformational
events have been recognized in northwest Jotun
heimen. Cleavage development and minor fold
ing are associated with each event and thrusting
occurred on three or four occasions. Major folds

Fig. 3. Geological map of the Raubergstulen-Riiisheim area.
Note that the thrust-sheeted zone, represented by the various
stippled units, here reaches its greatest development (eight
litho-tectonic units). Note also that the peripheral igneous
group of Jotun rocks indicated in Figure l corresponds to the
upper thrust-sheet of metagabbro.

Caledonian deformational events
Early deformation (pre-phase l, phase l,
phase 2)
As in other parts of south central Norway, the
early Caledonian history is extremely difficult to
decipher. The main slaty cleavage (Sl) is attrib
uted to the first deformation (Dl) which can be
identified with certainty. In the amphibolites,
hornblendes commonly form a nematoblastic Sl
schistosity. In the pelites and the more potassic
metabasites, orientated flakes of biotite form the
Sl foliation. Locally these biotites cross-cut Sl,
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suggesting that biotite recrystallisation continued

stantiate the possibility of a pre-phase l deforma

into a static phase following the early deforma

tion, and the inferences drawn above are purely

tion. Since homblende, biotite, albite and epi

speculative.

dote co-exist in many of the metabasites and syn

As previously stated, the first deformation

Dl growth of quartz, K-feldspar and muscovite is

which can be unequivocally recognized (Dl) pro

apparent in other rocks, it is clear that the Dl

duced a penetrative schisosity (Sl) that formed

deformation was accompanied by epidote amphi

during epidote amphibolite facies metamorphism.

bolite facies metamorphic conditions.

Recrystallization within the Sl plane, which is

Vital dues to an even earlier metamorphic

almost everywhere parallel to the original sedi

growth were found in a very few thin sections,

mentary stratification, has transformed the bed

where small aligned laths of muscovite and chlo

ding into a tectonic or metamorphic layering.

rite appear to pre-date the epidote-amphibolite

The Sl schistosity is axial planar to minor, syn

facies assemblage.

The early-formed chlorite

chronously formed isoclinal folds (Fl), although

shows alteration to the homblende and biotite

fold closures are rarely seen (Fig. 4b). No major

which grew in the subsequent metamorphism.

Fl folds have been identified.

Inclusions of quartz and muscovite, observed in

The Sl schistosity Iies completely parallel to

syn-Dl porphyroblasts of albite, could represent

the major thrust planes and becomes increasingly

the same metamorphic event as the early-formed

intense towards these planes. Thus the main pe

chlorite. This rarely-preserved lower greenschist

riod of thrusting, when all the major tectonic

facies mineralogy was also recognized by Cowan

units came together in their present order, was a

( 1966) and McAuslan ( 1967), who regarded it as

Dl event. The deformation was accompanied by

a syn-Dl assemblage. Their suggestion could be

extensive development

correct if this early-formed mineralogy is inter

schists and other cataclastic rocks (Twist 1979).

of

phyllonites,

augen

preted as a relict assemblage formed during an

Sl has a typical Caledonian (NE-SW) strike

early stage of Dl but mostly obliterated during a

throughout most of north west Jotunheimen, gen

sharp increase in metamorphic intensity, such as

erally dipping at moderate angles to the south

may have accompanied Dl thrusting. On the

east. However, in the area around Sålell in the

other hand, evidence reported from two other

northeast, the strike swings steadily until it is

districts in this region supports speculation that

approximately east-west trending. This change

the assemblage may have developed in a tectonic

corresponds to the changing attitude of the thrust

event which entirely precedes Dl.

plane passing beneath the Jotunheimen Massif
around its northwestem margin, to which Sl al

(l)

From studies in the Sygnefjell area to the

ways remains parallel.

southwest of Boverdalen, Banham et al. (1979)

Minor folding of the Sl cleavage occurred dur

claim to have evidence of a major structural

ing the second deformation (D2). These folds

phase which pre-dates the first deformation re

(F2) are tight isoclinal recumbent folds with axial

cognised by Roberts (1977). Based on Roberts's

planes that, for the most part, Iie parallel to the

observations at Vassenden and personal commu

Sl layering. This common parallelism between

nication with him, it is quite certain that the first

the early foliations led Roberts ( 1977) to suggest

structural phase identified by the present writer

that the blastomylonitic banding at the base of

corresponds to the Dl of Roberts. Therefore the

the Jotunheimen Massif was actually a composite

F2

Dl of Banham et al. is an earlier event than any

Sl + S2 structure. Moreover, correlating

Caledonian episode described here, apart from

folds with 'more or less penetrative cleavages' in

this chlorite/muscovite growth.

pre-Caledonian basement rocks, Roberts (op.

(2) In the Valdres District, southeast of Jotun

cit., p. 354) argued that there is no definite dis

heimen, Hossack & Nickelsen ( 1974) and Hos

tinction between Dl and D2, but that D2 is

sack ( 1976) postulate that the first deformation

merely a continuation of Dl.

involved thrusting and folding but not cleavage

In some areas, such as near Vassenden (Fig.

development. They regard the regional slaty

2), and in the wooded country south of Elveseter

cleavage as an S2 structure, which formed after

(Fig. l) (grid ref. MP 625413), S2 can be distin

the main thrusting event.

guished from Sl: here S2 is a fine, sub-horizontal

It must be emphasized that no field evidence has

axial planar to minor F2 folds (Fig. 4c). In the

been observed by the writer which would sub-

absence of this S2 cleavage, the Fl and F2 minor

to gently dipping crenulation cleavage which is
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folds are often extremely difficult to distinguish
apart. The basic problem in making the distinc
tion is the difficulty of deciding whether the fold
ed surface represents the original bedding or the
Sl foliation, which developed parallel to the bed
ding. For this reason it is expedient to group
these folds together and eaU them early struc
tures (cf. Roberts 1977).
The early fold axes plunge at fairly shallow
angles in all directions with a definite concentra
tion plunging southeastwards (Fig. Sa). The scat
tered pattern probably reflects, in part, an inter
play between the initial variability of the fold
axes and the effects of later major folding. How
ever, the southeastward-plunging concentration
is significant because this coincides with the Ll
stretching lineation (cf. Kvale 1960) and may
indicate that fold axes have been modified by the
early stretching deformation (Fig. 5b). Reorien
tation of fold axes into parallelism with the
stretching direction is a common feature of many
orogenic beits (Escher & Watterson 1974), al
though not previously reported from northwest
Jotunheimen (cf. Roberts 1977). Mention of the
same mechanism was made by Hossack (1965, p.
74; 1968a), who also noted a general correspon
dence between the Fl folds and L1 stretching
directions in the Bygdin area (see also Hossack
1968b).
The Ll stretching lineation invariably Iies in
the plane of Sl and, except when modified by

later folding, plunges southeastwards. This
stretching is responsible for the highly elongate
pebbles in deformed conglomerates on Kleivberg
and around Vassenden (Fig. 2), and the intense
rodding of the augen gneisses in the Heimre Illåe
stream section and elsewhere. At several local
ities, including Kleivberg and Vassenden, the
stretched fabric is deformed by minor F2 folds.
Another interesting aspect of the Dl deforma
tion relates to the occurrence of several NW-SE
trending dislocations which cut out or displace
the Dl tectonic units, as on Kleivberg and in the
area immediately southwest of Krossbu Hote!.
On Kleivberg (Fig. 2) two such dislocations off
set the thrust contacts that demarcate a packet of
deformed conglomerates. Although poorly ex
posed, these NW-SE structures are undoubtedly
vertically disposed because they map out as
straight lines, even when crossing steep slopes.
On the high valley sides along the stream Leira
(Fig. 2), where Jotun metagabbros are well ex
posed, a number of similarly orientated subverti
cal shear zones have been more closely observed
and are believed to represent the same suite of
structures. The shear zones are 1-4 metres wide
and within them the metagabbros acquire an in
tense pervasive schistosity defined by an epidote
amphibolite facies mineral assemblage, thus im
plying that these shears are Dl dislocations.
Similar structures have been described by
Dahlstrom (1970, p. 355-357) in the Canadian
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Rockies, where thrusts are frequently displaced
by tear faults that are oblique or perpendicular to
the regional trend. Whilst some of these tears
formed later than the thrust planes, others are
'an integral part of the structural fabric, which
developed in the very early stages of deforma
tion' (Dahlstrom op. cit. , p. 375). The steep Dl
dislocations evident on Kleivberg and elsewhere
in northwest Jotunheimen may represent such
early-formed tear faults.

Phase3
The most widespread structure developed during
the third deformation (D3) is a pronounced cren
ulation cleavage (S3), which formed axial planar
to minor and major F3 folds. In pelitic rocks S3 is
often the dominant foliation. In psammitic rocks,
conspicuous quartz veins are frequently parallel
to and infill this cleavage, suggesting that silica
was released from the host rocks during the D3
deformation (Fig. 4d). S3 almost always strikes
NE-SW and dips more steeply southeastwards
than the early cleavages; this can be observed in
numerous cuttings along the main E55 road (e. g.
at grid refs. MP 562368, 645428 and 652432).
This means that the F3 folds verge to the north
west. Immediately north of Ørnekampen (Fig.
3), the S3 planes pass uninterruptedly through a
thrust-plane phyllonite with schistosity parallel to
Sl, demonstrating that the thrusting occurred
during Dl.
Biotite and muscovite have crystallized along
S3, and earlier-formed hornblende shows alter
ation to actinolite; these observations demon
strate that middle greenschist facies metamor
phic conditions accompanied D3.
Minor F3 folds vary considerably in style from
fairly tight, isoclinal or V-shaped, angular folds,
to open, rounded, almost concentric structures.
They show typical changes in vergence around
the hinges of major F3 folds and on the stereo
graphic plot (in Twist 1979, fig. 65a) the axes are
dispersed within their axial planes. Coarse crin
kle lineations (L3) often Iie parallel to these
axes.
Major F3 folds were mapped at several local
ities, including the area north of Raubergst�len
(central part of Fig. 3), where they deform the
Dl tectonic planes that separate the various
thrust sheets. Northwest of Krossbu (at grid ref.
MP 511303), the major Dl thrust marking the
base of the Jotunheimen Massif is itself folded by
a large F3 fold some 50 m across (Twist 1979).

This evidence, taken in conjunction with the fre
quent observation that the S3 cleavage intersects
the phyllonite layering (Sl, or Sl + S2) at the
base of the massif and along numerous other
thrust planes, indisputably demonstrates that
emplacement of the major units was a pre-D3
event.
No D3 thrusts have been recognized in the
supracrustal succession beneath the Jotunheimen
Massif but one minor thrust, associated with
layer-drag indicative of northwestward move
ments, occurs in the Jotun granulites southwest
of Loftet (Fig. 2) at MP 524292. This is presumed
to be of D3 age because northwestward move
ments are compatible with the geometry of the
major F3 folds, which are overturned towards
the northwest, but not consistent with the move
ments which must have characterized other epi
sodes of Caledonian deformation (see next sec
tion).
The Holleindalen synclinorium, lying to the
north of Nettoseter (Fig. 1), was mapped and.
interpreted by Cowan (1966) as a D2 structure
but it possesses all the attributes of a major D3
fold, as proposed here (Table 1). The deforma
tion here recognized as D3 also appears to corre
spond with the D3 of McAuslan (1967), the D3
of Roberts (1977), and the 'second set' of folds
described by Banham & Elliot (1965).

Phase4
The most widespread structures produced during
the fourth deformation (D4) are minor upright
folds, generally 0. 01 to 2 m across. The style of
folding varies in different Iithologies. In more
weakly cleaved rocks F4 folds are round, open,
often concentric structures. In pelites, phyllon
ites and other lithologies with a strong pre-exist
ing schistosity, F4 folds are commonly less than
O.l m wide and have a chevron or zigzag style.
Box folds with two axial planes intersecting at
high angles are sometimes observed, as in the
woods south of Elveseter (MP 625413); their
presence confirms that the main compressive
stress was essentially parallel to the foliation dur
ing D4 (cf. Patterson & Weiss 1966).
Strongly developed crinkle lineations parallel
to F4 axes have resulted from crumpling of the
Sl schistosity. The lineations and folds usually
plunge southeastwards at shallow to moderate
angles, but a few axes plunge in the opposite
direction. These structures evidently represent,
at !east in part, the cross-folds emphasized by
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Landmark (1949), Skjerlie (1957), Strand (1964)
and earlier workers.
There is a dose correspondence between the
L1 stretching direction and the F4 axes. This is
apparent in the Heimre Illåe stream section (Fig.
2), where F4 crinkles and minor folds are every
where exactly parallel to the strong rodding, pro
duced by stretching, in the augen gneisses.
Around Bygdin, Hossack (1968b) observed that
his F2 fold axes were almost always parallel to
the L1 stretching lineation. He suggested that the
formation of L1 induced an anisotropy in the
rocks which controlled the orientation of the sec
ond folds, an explanation which could be ex
tended to account for the coincidence of L1 and
F4 in northwest Jotunheimen.
Broad, open warping of the basal Jotunheimen
thrust (see Fig. 2) and the other 01-tectonic
planes is a common feature. Because of their
open style, NW-SE trend and southeast-plunging
axes, these warps are interpreted as major F4
folds. These, together with more pronounced
major F3 folds, essentially control the present
attitude and outcrop of the geological units.
Very rarely the F4 folds contain an axial planar
crenulation cleavage; only eleven occurrences
were found (e.g. on the ridge north of Rauberg
stulen in the Fig. 3 map area). This S4 cleavage,
which is usually subvertical or steeply inclined
northeastwards, is defined by newly recrystal
lized muscovite and chlorite. The assemblage in
dicates that syn-04 metamorphism occurred un
der middle or lower greenschist facies conditions.

Phase5
Evidence of the fifth deformation (05) is wide
spread but nowhere abundant. During D5 a
strong, coarse, crenulation cleavage (S5) formed
axial planar to minor F5 folds; it occurs in the
layers of gritty limestone around Vassenden and
is very strongly developed in the area west-south
west of Sålell. S5 is essentially a flat-lying cleav
age, which indicates that the attitude of the maxi
mum compressive stress was near to vertical dur
ing its formation. This suggests that the fifth
deformation has mainly been caused by the
weight of the thrust-sheets after their emplace
ment.
F5 fold axes are variable in orientation but
always shallow plunging. The pattern probably
reflects the initial orientation of the folded sur
face before the vertical compression. In style the
folds are usually V-shaped or chevron-type struc-
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tures less than 8 cm across. Minor fold hinges at
the intersection of S5 with Sl may give rise to a
parallel ribbing-lineation on the main foliation
surface. No major folds were generated during
05.
A minor thrust, which cuts light-coloured
quartzites in the Storgrove stream section imme
diately northeast of the Fig. 2 map area, is re
garded as a 05 structure. The thrust plane,
which strikes at 056° and dips 59° to the north
west, is marked by a zone of dark green mylonite
about 4 cm wide which contains small angular
fragments of quartzite. The Sl foliation in the
adjacent quartzites is dragged round by the
thrust and clearly indicates that brittle southeast
ward movements occurred. A 05 age is postulat
ed because the structure obviously post-dates the
early foliation, whilst southeastward thrusting is
not compatible with .the northwestward move
ments which characterize the D3 episode, nor
would southeastward thrusting be expected dur
ing 04, when the maximum compression was
perpendicular to the Caledonian trend of this
thrust.
The S5 cleavage is defined by fine laths of
muscovite and chlorite. Where earlier formed
biotite or amphibole crystals curve into S5 clea
vage planes they become chloritized. No syn-05
biotite was formed and therefore it appears that
lower greenschist facies metamorphic conditions
prevailed during 05 deformation.

Tectonic movement picture
There can be no doubt that the Jotunheimen
Massif and the other tectonic units in this area
were emplaced during Dl. Evidence supporting
this view includes the ubiquitous parallelism be
tween the major thrust planes and the Sl cleav
age, the intensified development of Sl immedi
ately adjacent to these planes, and the deforma
tion of these zones by later, superimposed 03
and 04 structures. D2 apparently represents a
continuation of Dl and was possibly associated
with the final movements of the thrust-sheets.
Although there is evidence for later, relative!y
minor thrusting, towards the northwest during
03 and towards the southeast during 05, this
clearly cannot be taken as evidence of the major
movement during emplacement of the Jotunhei
men Massif.
For the same reason the '04' thrust geometries
of Banham et al. (1979), taken by them to indi-
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cate that the massif was emplaced during a major
phase of northwestward thrusting, may be disre
garded: only the Dl and D2 structures were
generated during the main emplacement phase
and therefore it is these structures alone which
provide evidence for the direction of the princi
pal thrusting movements. These are the most
difficult phases to decipher because of the almost
ubiquitous parallelism between Sl, S2 and origi
nal bedding and because of the complicating ef
fects of the later deformations. Nevertheless, the
view that major southeastward thrusting move
ments accompanied the early deformation can be
supported by two lines of evidence.

Facing and vergence directions
The evidence afforded by the Vassenden con
glomerates (Fig. 2) must figure prominently in
any tectonic synthesis of northwest Jotunheimen.
The reasons for this are two-fold: firstly, it is the
only locality known to the writer where unambi
guous sedimentary way-up evidence is preserved;
and secondly, it is the only locality where Sl is
not parallel to the original bedding. For these
reasons the Vassenden conglomerates are unique
and merit special consideration.
Although deformed conglomerates also occur
on Kleivberg, there the pebbles are entirely flat
tened in the Sl schistosity and all way-up evi
dence has been obliterated.
Detailed investigations of the conglomerates at
Vassenden were carried out by Cowan (1966)
and Roberts (1977), but there are enormous dis
crepancies between their descriptions. For in
stance, Roberts recognized graded bedding and
channelling in the conglomerates but these were
not noted by Cowan, who considered the possi
bility of a tectonic origin for these rocks. More
over, Roberts deduced that the second cleavage
dips southeastwards at shallower angles than Sl,
but Cowan claimed that the second cleavage is
more steeply dipping than Sl. Because Roberts's
observations played an important role in his ar
guments for an allochthonous origin of the Jo
tunheimen Massif, whilst Cowan's views were
cited by Banham et al. (1979) to support their
local root-zone arguments, further examination
of the Vassenden outcrops was deemed essential.
The writer's observations at Vassenden lead him
to support and endorse the following points pre
viously advanced by Roberts (1977).
a) The conglomerates occur in southeasterly dip-
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ping beds, commonly a few metres thick,
which alternate with layers of gritty limestone.
b) Pebbles within the conglomerate beds may
become finer upwards and pass without a
break into the overlying layer of gritty lime
stone.
c) By contrast, the lower contacts of the con
glomerate layers are usually sharp and may
preserve evidence of channelling.
d) The pebbles are flattened and stretched within
the plane of the Sl schistosity. Sl strikes
northeastwards and dips to the southeast at
shallower angles than the bedding.
e) The S2 strain-slip cleavage has formed parallel
to the axial planes of minor folds (F2) in the
gritty limestone layers: it dips southeastwards
at shallower angles than Sl.
f) The S3 crenulation cleavage is also apparent:
it strikes northeastwards and dips more steep
ly than the bedding towards the southeast.
In addition to these observations, the writer has
recognized that the SS crenulation cleavage is
widely developed around Vassenden, especially
in the finer grained lithologies. This has a similar
orientation to S2, but SS is coarser and affects
the D3 structures whilst S2 is modified by the D3
structures.
The relationships between Sl, S2 and S3 can
be clearly observed in the dark calcareous schists
overlying the Vassenden conglomerates which
are exposed in the first road cutting immediately
south of the bridge over the Hoydalsvatn out
flow. Here, Sl is folded by a minor F2 fold with
an axial planar crenulation cleavage (S2), which
is itself transected by a steeply-dipping S3 crenu
lation cleavage. These relations are illustrated in
Figure 6.
The evidence listed above shows that the Vas
senden sequence is right-way-up and that the Dl
and D2 structures verge towards the southeast
and face down-dip in the same direction. This
indicates that the early structures were formed
by southeasterly overthrusting, as Roberts (1977)
pointed out.
Throughout northwest Jotunheimen, the inter
section of S2 with Sl, where they can be separat
ed, indicates that the D2 structures verge to
wards the southeast. However, because younging
criteria and therefore evidence of facing direc
tions are absent elsewhere, this regional evidence
falls short of an unequivocal endorsement of the
conclusion reached from the Vassenden study.
The evidence for southeastward thrusting at
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Vassenden, as described by Roberts (1977), has
been contested by Banham et al (1979). They
claim that Cowan's (1966) earlier work at this
locality and their own observations in the Sygne
fjell area indicate that a major structural event
caused the development of northwest-facing
folds prior to Roberts's (1977) Dl episode, and
that this event was associated with north
westward thrusting of the Jotunheimen Massif.
However, the present writer has nowhere identi
fied these early northwest-facing folds and, con
trary to the claim of Banham et al. (1979), nor
did Cowan (see Table 1).
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Dl thrust geometries

Detailed pioneering work on thrusting tectonics
in the Canadian Rockies led to the realization
(e.g. Dahlstrom, 1970) that thrust faults invari
ably cut up-section in the direction of tectonic
transport. If the same geometrical rules have
governed the generation of thrusting patterns in
northwest Jotunheimen, as seems likely, then the
Dl thrust geometries will provide an excellent
indication of the direction of tectonic transport in
early Caledonian times.
The Vetljuva stream section (Fig. 3) affords a
well-exposed NNW-SSE section (i.e., essentially
perpendicular to the trend of the thrust zone)
through the Jotun metagabbros. Several minor
thrusts were observed in this section between
grid reference points MP 659421 and MP 662417.
These are regarded as Dl structures because
they have a similar orientation to the Dl thrusts
and Sl cleavage planes in the underlying supra
crustal rocks and because the phyllonites along
them formed under epidote amphibolite facies
conditions, characteristic of syn-Dl metamor
phism. Near the centre of the stream section
noted, one such thrust has a northwesterly dip
because it cuts sharply upwards towards the
southeast and merges into a higher, typical
southeasterly-dipping thrust (Fig. 7). This thrust
geometry undoubtedly favours the view that Dl
tectonic translation was towards the southeast.
Other examples of the same thrusting pattern
may be observed in the crystalline rocks above
and below this locality.
In contrast to the earlier structural phases, the
D3 movements were directed northwestwards.
Evidence for this assertion Iies in the regional
sense of vergence implied by the intersection of
S3 with the earlier S-planes and in the major F3
folds, which are invariably overturned towards

(bl lnterpretotion of
Slructurol Elements

Fig. 6. Sketch of structural relations between early Caledonian
S-planes in road cutting immediately south of the Hoydalsvatn
outflow.

the northwest. Roberts (1977) alluded to the pos
sibility that the D3 structures developed in re
sponse to the subsidence of the Jotunheimen
Massif in its present position (cf. Skjerlie, 1957),
a process which would presumably involve some
lateral squeezing-out of the underlying rocks.
The D4 structures, being sub-vertically in
clined and orientated perpendicular to the main
Caledonian trend, require a significant change in
the stress field at this time. The necessary NE
SW horizontal compression may have been in
duced by a changed pattern of subsidence, the
massif now sinking along a predominantly NW
SE axis.
Finally, the strongly and widely developed
subhorizontal S5 cleavage is believed to reflect a
final phase of flattening (DS) in response to the
weight of the overlying thrust-sheets.

Conclusions
During the first recognizable phase of Caledon
ian deformation (Dl) in northwest Jotunheimen,
a group of thrust-sheets, including the Jotunhei
men Massif, were emplaced by overthrusting di
rected towards the southeast. These movements
probably continued throughout D2. Compelling
evidence for southeastward overthrusting in-
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Fig. 7.
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Dl thrust planes in metagabbros of the Vetljuva stream section (see Fig. 3). Note that the lower thrust cuts upwards towards

the southeast (i.e. towards the left) and merges into a gently southeastward-dipping upper thrust plane, indicating southeastward
transport during thrusting. Width of view 30m. (Drawn from a photograph.)

cludes the facing directions of the Dl and D2

recent developments which have east doubt on

structures at Vassenden, the regional sense of

the reliability of the gravity model. First, aero

vergence indicated by the relationship between

magnetic measurements suggest that the Jotun

the Sl and S2 cleavages, the Dl thrust geome

rocks have a maximum thickness of only 5 km

tries and the layer drag associated with some of

(Aalstad et al. 1977) and not 12-16 km as the

these thrusts. Thus, neither a local root-zone for

gravity data predicts (Smithson et al., op. cit.).

the massif nor a Caledonian plate suture in this

Second, the discovery of a tectonic window

region can be supported on structural grounds,

through the Jotun crystallines at Torfinnsbu on

contrary to the views of Banham et al. (1979).

Lake Bygdin demonstrates that the massif is not

Stratigraphic correlations between the succession

as thick in this area as the gravity model suggests

in

(Emmett 1980a).

northwest

Jotunheimen

and

the

Valdres

Nappe sequences in southeast Jotunheimen pro

Finally, mention must be made of the 'cross

vide a further indication of the absence of a

folds', which have given rise to much debate

suture zone beneath the massif (Twist, 1979).

amongst previous workers. It is clear that these

The evidence therefore favours Holtedahl's view

structures are the result of two entirely separate

of a distant root-zone in the northwest and ortho

tectonic events and failure to recognize this fact

dox opinion on a Caledonian collision zone in

has led to the confusion. Where these NW-SE

that region (Gee 1975, Roberts & Gale 1978).

structures occur in the Jotun rocks, they usually

In the introductory section of this report, at

reflect the effects of an ancient Precambrian de

tention was drawn to the gravity data which fig

formation. In the supracrustal succession, the

ured prorninently in all arguments supporting the

'cross-folds' have mainly developed during the

local-root hypothesis (Smithson et al. 1974). It

D4 phase of Caledonian movements.

seems appropriate, therefore, to mention two
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